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DW Spectrum® IPVMS is Now Supported on CheckMyCCTV™

DW Spectrum® IPVMS v3.2 – Built for Users™

Cerritos, CA (March 22, 2019) – DW ® Complete Surveillance Solutions, the industry leader in
digital recorders, surveillance cameras and related management software, is pleased to
announce that our flagship software, DW Spectrum® IPVMS is now supported on
CheckMyCCTV™. CheckMyCCTV™ is a software solution to monitor the status of multi-brand,
multi-location CCTV systems. The software ensures all supported CCTV systems are working
and fit for purpose 24/7. CheckMyCCTV™ automatically checks DW Spectrum® and other
supported solutions in remote installations for faults and other issues, so integrators can
provide a proactive and targeted service.
“We are excited to add CheckMyCCTV™ as a DW Spectrum® technology partner. This
partnership is one more example of how DW Spectrum’s open architecture offers installers and
users more power and more capabilities,” said Patrick Kelly, Director of IP Video Solutions,
DW ®. “This partnership offers DW Spectrum® integrators an opportunity to provide customers
and users with a value-added service.”
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“Adding additional services is a growth market, and CheckMyCCTV™ allows Monitoring
Stations and Integrators to offer remote maintenance checks as part of their value-added
service, and create new revenue streams,” said Regis Glorieux, President of IPX360 Solutions,
CheckMyCCTV’s North America Sales and Support Partner. “The addition of the popular DW
Spectrum® IPVMS platform gives Integrators a real unique selling point across multi-site
installations. By offering customers additional piece-of-mind that their CCTV is working and fit
for purpose, and reducing the time and effort it takes to support multiple installations.”
The checks that can be performed on DW Spectrum® IPVMS using CheckMyCCTV™ include:
• Network Status – Ensures connectivity to the system.
• Camera Status – Checks the status of the cameras connected to the system.
• Image Check – Checks for camera alignment, images which are too bright or dark, or
out of focus.
• Record Duration – Ensures the system is recording for the correct user-defined time
period.
• Recording Check – Checks if the system is recording correctly.
• Time Accuracy – Ensures the time and date on the device is accurate.
These checks ensure that the system is working and operating as expected in a fraction of the
time it takes to manually check them.
DW Spectrum® IPVMS is accessed with the freely distributed DW Spectrum® client software
(Windows®/Linux®/Mac®), the DW Cloud™ web client from all leading web browsers (Google®
Chrome, Firefox®, Internet Explorer®, Safari® and Opera®), as well as the free DW Spectrum®
mobile app for iOS® and Android® devices. The VMS software is included with pre-configured
DW ® Blackjack® NVR servers or it can be installed on third-party Windows® or Ubuntu® Linuxbased systems.
DW Spectrum® IPVMS updates automatically in systems where previous v3 software is
already installed. Click here to download the software from the product page on our website or
go to www.digital-watchdog.com and search for DW Spectrum®.
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DW ® empowers our customers as the industry-leading single source of value-driven complete
solutions for all video surveillance applications (Universal HD over Coax® / hybrid / IP
enterprise), focusing on ease of use and ROI. DW ® products offer technologically-advanced
features including multi-sensor HD cameras at real-time 30fps, Star-Light™ super low light
technology, WDR, Smart DNR™ and Smart IR™. Complete IP megapixel surveillance solutions
include single- and multi-sensor MEGApix® cameras and edge recording systems, Blackjack®
NVRs and NAS devices, DW Spectrum® IPVMS for server, mobile and on-camera control.
Complete Universal HD over Coax® surveillance solutions include single- and multi-sensor
STAR-LIGHT™ Universal HD over Coax® cameras, VMAX® Universal HD over Coax® DVRs
and mobile management applications.
ABOUT CheckMyCCTV™
Since 2010, our Award-Winning CheckMyCCTV™ maintenance monitoring solution has been
changing the way Integrators manage and maintain their remote CCTV installations. By
detecting and reporting faults, operational issues, and tampering 24/7, Integrators can increase
their RMR streams and service levels by offering a targeted and proactive maintenance
service. Over 15,000 systems are checked every hour of every day using CheckMyCCTV™,
contact us to find out why. For more information, go to www.checkmysystems.com
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